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General Framework
Over the Counter Power Purchase Agreements
Increasing interest in PPAs,
given
Power Purchase
Agreements (“PPAs”)
not as such a new
development

Corporates have at the
same time increasing
interest in procuring their
energy from renewable
energy facilities
§

for reputational purposes

§

improving the “green
footprint” for energyintense companies

§

as part of general
sustainability strategies

§

the expiry of subsidised
tariffs by way of direct
marketing and

§

the lack of subsidies for
e.g. new offshore wind
farms due to 0€ bids in
tenders

Different types of PPAs are
currently being developed
and established in various
European jurisdictions
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Types of PPAs
Physical PPAs
§ “On-Site Direct PPAs” – Physical PPA
without any use of utility grid, typically fallback supply by utility required
§ “Offsite Direct PPAs” – Physical PPA with
all-inclusive services (balancing, marketing
of green certificates etc.)

Synthetical PPAs
§ Purely financial agreement, e.g. contract for
difference
§ PPA purchaser will be entitled to any
excess market remuneration and
compensate any shortfall market
remuneration to PPA seller

§ “Sleeved PPAs” – Third party is used as
service provider for all services exceeding
the actual feed-in of energy
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PPA Price Regulation

Core Provisions of any PPA

Stable/constant price can in principle be agreed under
German law

Price adjustments subject to two restrictive legal
concepts: German Civil Code provisions on general
terms and conditions and the German Price Clause
Act
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PPA Price Regulation

Fixed price for entire term does not raise legal issues

However, „bet“ of the Parties implied by fixed price critical on long-term agreements

Consequence: Escalation clauses or price determination right for one party to the PPA (typically energy supplier)
common
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PPA Price Regulation
§ Escalation clauses refer to objective external benchmark (e.g. index published by the
Federal Statistical Office)
§ Restricted by German Price Clause Act (Preisklauselgesetz)
§ Primarily permitted, if (i) supplier is bound to the contract for at least 10 years, (ii) the price
adjustment is only based on tha change of cost of a party or (iii) if the clause leaves a
„reasonable discretion“ (Billigkeitsgrundsatz)

However:

Violations of Price Clause Act does not immediately render the
relevant clause unenforceable, but only after a final and finding
judgement has been achieved
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PPA Price Regulation
§ General Terms and Conditions („GTC“) under German law subject to restrictions according
to Sections 305 ff. of the German Civil Code
§ GTC: all contractual provisions pre-formulated for a multitude of contracts and „imposed“
on the other party to the contracts, not only: contractual provisions „headed“ as GTC
§ GTC unenforceable under German law in B2B agreements, if they disadvantage the nonuser in violation of the principle of good faith

Important

GTC are always to be interpreted in the „least favourable“ manner
for the non-user and in case one possible interpretation results in
unenforceability the clause is unenforceable in total (no
preservative interpretation, “geltungserhaltende Reduktion”)
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PPA Price Regulation

Transparency
Any clause not linking a right to adjust the remuneration to transparent and objection
criteria risks or leaving one party the right to increase its margin can be unenforceable

Fairness
If price increases can be included, clause should also oblige the supplier to reduce
prices in case of lower costs

Termination rights
To reduce the risk for an unenforceability, termination clauses for the non-user in case
of price increases to be considered, however, if determination of criteria impossible
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About Gleiss Lutz
Pursuit of excellence
Gleiss Lutz is recognised as one of Germany‘s leading internationally active full-service law firms.
Excellence

Individuality

Leading, globally active businesses, large family-owned
companies and public institutions all rely on Gleiss Lutz‘
expertise. Their trust is founded on our unconditional pursuit of
legal excellence combined with expertise, experience and sector
knowledge. Clients value our efficiency, availability and a Gleiss
Lutz characteristic: clear communication when working with our
clients.

Gleiss Lutz offers Full Service advice on the highest level. We
aspire to be among the market leaders in all areas of the law.
The special asset: Our partners always keep an eye on aspects
outside of their field of expertise. When required in a project, they
ad hoc call on experts from all relevant legal areas. Our
individually compiled teams develop innovative solutions and
pragmatic recommendations for the most difficult and complex
questions companies are facing.

Successful partnership

Internationality

Our clients success is our highest aim. Personal and ongoing
care for cases and clients therefore is one of the pillars of our
service. We aim to fully understand our clients, their market
environment and the challenges they face in order to provide
comprehensive and in every way optimal solutions. That is why
we pay particular attention and significant amounts of time to
maintain long-term and intensive relationships with our clients.

“... ‘excellent service’, ... ‘impressive
industry expertise’ and ‘strong personal
commitment’ ...”
The Legal 500 Deutschland 2018

One of our particular strengths is our broad and close-knit
international network. For decades we have built close personal
ties with leading independent law firms across the globe. We
offer seamless advice in complex international projects and – as
a leading independent firm – are flexible to work with the best
partners for each individual project.

“excellent lawyers who rank at the top of
the German market, are business minded
and whose lean-team approach delivers
results, not promises” (client)
JUVE Handbuch 2016/2017

“Clients appreciate the firm's ‚high
level of commitment, comprehensive
advice and solution-seeking attitude. ”
Chambers Europe 2017

FULL SERVICE
Integrated advice on all
aspects of business law

CLIENTS
Leading German and
international businesses,
numerous DAX-listed
companies, large mediumsized enterprises, and
public authorities

LAWYERS
Over 300 lawyers,
including 88 partners

OFFICES
Berlin, Düsseldorf,
Frankfurt, Hamburg,
Munich, Stuttgart
and Brussels
“They show a very high level of business
sense and they are always very attentive
to client needs.” (client)
IFLR 1000, 2016
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Our Expertise
Legal advice that sets standards
We aspire to be among the market leaders in all
areas of business law.
Our tailor-made teams include experts from all areas
of the law relevant to a project. Jointly they develop
innovative solutions and pragmatic recommendations
for the most complex and difficult questions
companies face.

“Gleiss Lutz offers clients ‘highly practicable’ full service
cover at ‘continuously high levels”
The Legal 500 Deutschland 2018
“Gleiss Lutz offers high quality across the board.” (client)
Chambers Europe 2016

“Excellent quality work, proficient, responsive and quick…
this is the advice you seek as a client.”
IFLR 1000, 2016
“Standout German firm with a full-service approach”
Chambers Europe 2016

SERVICES
§

Banking and Finance

§

Employment

§

Real Estate

§

Capital Markets

§

Environmental

§

Restructuring

§

Commercial

§

Food Law

§

State Aid

§

Competition / Antitrust

§

IT

§

§

Compliance &
Investigations

§

Mergers & Acquisitions

Succession, Foundation
and Trusts

§

Patents

§

Tax

§

Corporate

§

Private Equity

§

Trademarks

§

Data protection

§

Product liability and safety

§

Unfair Competition

§

Dispute resolution, litigation
and arbitration

§

Public Law

§

Venture Capital

§

Public Procurement

§

White-Collar Crime

Healthcare and Life
Sciences

§

Public Authorities

§

Real Estate

§

Infrastructure, Transport
and Logistic

§

Retail and Consumer
Goods

§

Insurance

§

TMT

§

Mechanical Engineering
and Construction

INDUSTRY FOCUS
§

Automotive

§

Banks

§

Chemical Industry

§

Digital Economy

§

Energy

§

Family-owned Enterprises

§

Financial Investors

§
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